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Duomo milan guided tour

Go to content Enjoy a memorable experience in the magnificent Duomo Cathedral with your private guide. Explore Milan's most iconic building and admire the city from above and get access to the famous Terrazze del Duomo! Free cancellation Cancel up to 24 hours in advance to get a full refund Mobile ticket sales Use your phone or print a receipt Duration: 2 hours Check
availability to see the start time. Live tour guide spanish, English, French, German, Italian explore the largest church in Italy and marvel at its great history See Carlo Borromeo's tomb, located just beneath the altar admire Milan's breathtaking skyline from the famous terraces discover the Duomo, one of the most iconic buildings in Milan, a true symbol of the city. Stroll through the
main past and explore the history of the city, the artistic and architectural features of the church, countless paintings, statues and stained glass. Revealing her many anecdotes and legends, her pagan elements such as zodiac symbols and many hidden secrets in this place are still hiding! Go down to the basement to visit the mysterious crypt under the altar, and see where the
ancient tomb of Archbishop Carlo Borromeo is located. For the second part of the excursion, save energy and spend 200 steps when using an elevator to go to the steepest part of the cathedral and reach the first terrace. Walk through the roofs to see the panorama and let the guide show the buildings you can spot from above, constantly moving away from the symbolic
monument. Skip-the-line ticket to the Duomo entrance fees for terraces Use the elevator to reach the terraces Headphones for private groups with more than 5 people Product ID: 140931 Get special offers for the most iconic experiences in Milan, directly to your inbox. By registering, you agree to receive promotional e-mail. You can unsubscribe at any time. For more information,
please refer to our privacy statement. Six hundred years in the making, this gloriously extravagant cathedral is a proud symbol of Milan. Decorated with hundreds of spirals and more than 3,000 statues, ranging from ghoulish gargoyles and sacred figures, milan's crowning glory Duomo is a shining golden Madonina. Milan's defender, she was also the highest point in the city until
Pirelli Towers stole the title in 1961 m.Ne for no reason it became a Milanese catchphrase for the never-ending task of longh cumè la fabrica del domm (as long as the work of the Duomo). Started in 1386 by Giangaleazzo Visconti and completed only in 1965, the cathedral was trapped in war, lack of funds and sheer enormity of a project that requires targeted built canals to bring
its main material, candoglia marble. Meanwhile, its long construction also led to a striking combination of architectural styles, which was applauded and criticized in equal proportions. Tickets will take you to a wonderful interior where you can unusual treasures such as borromeo rock crystal coffin and skinless statue of Bartholomew. The rooftop terraces also have access to city
views and spectacular close-up spirals. Note that the security line can be long, so it is best to get there early. Also book tickets to Milan Cathedral in advance, or you will have to stand in line at the ticket office. Included in the price: Accelerated guided tour with priority entrance to roof access with a roof lift. Descent is possible when the stairs only queue to jump ticket office
entrance tickets to the places visited and microphone system tours purchased online is subject to the service fee, which will be attached to the travel price Information and booking tours - tour@fabbricaservizi.it Content is available in 10 languages: Italian, English, French, German, Spanish, Russian, Chinese, Japanese, Portuguese and Korean. These services are not carried out
by a tourist guide. For more information Duomo Info Point – info@duomomilano.it Page 2 Essential Commitment made possible because also of the generosity of many donors who supported the construction of duomo with works of art and gifts over the centuries. A lot has been done, but our work continues! Donate now, choose to support one of the listed fundraising projects, or
donate your choice veneranda Fabbrica del Duomo: your name will be added to many others already on the Donor Register, both in paper and online versions. Get your spire Among the most fragile and characteristic architectural elements of the cathedral, 135 Duomo spirals constantly need our care and attention. With your donation, you can support the most convincing
restoration works and symbolically associate your name with one of the spirals of the Cathedral: sculpt your name in history! Donating now more information Free donations With your donation you can support the construction yard ongoing works of the monument and the main task that Veneranda Fabbrica del Duomo di Milano has been accomplishing for more than six centuries
to preserve the cathedral's eternal beauty. Your gesture can really make a difference by donating now more information to the 15800 Notes duomo project for all those who want to continue listening to the great Duomo tunes. Give away Italy's largest organ and receive invitations to concerts and events. Donate now More Information Page 3 Veneranda Fabbrica del Duomo di
Milano Veneranda Fabbrica del Duomo di Milano is the institution responsible for preserving and developing the cathedral. Founded in 1387 by Gian Galeazzo visconti, it has been protecting and restoring the Duomo for more than 630 years More information candoglia quarry: at the roots of the Duomo Living Springs milan cathedral lies above the village of Kandoglia, in the
municipality of Mergoz-zo, on the left river at the entrance to the Ossola Valley in Piedmont. Marble Duo-mo is made from here More Information Marble Yard: where the Duomo reborn This is a laboratory where marble from the quarry is processed to obtain ashes, architectural and decorative elements, sculptures and statues, which make Milan Cathedral a unique monument
More information datamo construction site: where the scaffolding reaches the sky the cathedral construction site is located in the cathedral itself, so that workers can work. Starting with cesata, located on the south side of the cathedral, they go to a maximum height of 108.5 meters More information Copyright © Veneranda Fabbrica del Duomo di Milano P.Iva 01989950157
Registro delle Persone Giuridiche Prefettura di Milano n° 315 ShibuiLab Cathedral exterior is incredible - states that it has more statues adorning it than any other building in the world. To get a full sense of quite how ornate the architecture, visiting on rooftops is necessary, and from there you can take incredible detail, amazing views of Milan and the distant mountains, and
Madonnina, the famous statue of Mary atop the cathedral's highest spire. All tours are completely inclusive and all are skip-the-line. We have some visitor information and history on this page. The buttons below will provide more detailed information about tickets and excursions we offer all year round, but some only carry certain days of the week, some are seasonal, so use our
calendar to check availability! Opening hours the Cathedral is open seven days a week and has typical working hours from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., the last time you enter an hour before closing time. Obviously, this is a working church, and times will be changed according to the liturgical schedule. Roofs also usually work seven days a week, from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m., again with the last
record an hour before closing time. From Friday to Sunday, the opening is extended until 08:00 (last entry at 7:00). Subscribe to our newsletter to discover the travel experience you'll definitely want to try. By registering, you agree to receive promotional e-mail. You can unsubscribe at any time. For more information, please refer to our privacy statement. 4.5 / 5 based on 13893
reviews Individual guided tours are for individual visitors to discover the entire historical complex: cathedral, archaeological zone, roofs and museum, taking advantage of queue jump tickets and, if necessary, last minute bookings For more information Children Duomo children! Veneranda Fabbrica del Duomo gives the smallest of us the opportunity to experiment, reinvent and
learn in new and fun ways. More information Group Private guided tours for predefined groups. This service is available in nine languages with built-in routes. More information Schools and universities in Veneranda Education Department offers tailor-made educational visits and excursions for schools in all schools and types, as well as universities, so that they can learn all about
the great heritage represented by the Duomo di Milano More Information Parish and subsidized groups Specific tours for parishes and catheter groups, in addition to personalized visits to voluntary associations and institutions to help people with disabilities in order to discover the huge historical, artistic and cultural value of the Duomo di Milano More information M.I.C.E Events
and incentives Tours , special openings outside openings and company events for companies wishing to offer an exclusive experience to their guests. Learn how to create custom packages with accelerated options specifically designed for businesses More info Copyright © Veneranda Fabbrica del Duomo di Milano P.Iva 01989950157 Registro delle Persone Giuridiche Prefettura
di Milano n° 315 ShibuiLab ShibuiLab
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